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A br ief review of t he work of t he t hree Nobel
Laureates { A lexei A A br i kosov, V i taly L Ginz-
burg and A nt hony J L egget t i s present ed. Their
work forms the basis for under st anding t he phe-
nomena of super ° uidit y and super conduct iv it y.

The Nobel Prize in Physics for 2003 was awarded joint ly
to Alexei A Abrikosov, Vitaly L Ginzburg and Anthony
J Leggett for `pioneering contributions to the theory of
superconductors and super° uids. The prize rewards the
threescient istswho haveexplained remarkablequantum-
physical e®ects in mat ter close to absolute zero temper-
ature' .

Superconductivit y refers to the resistance-less °ow of
elect rons in a material and super° uidity refers to the
° ow of a liquid without viscosity. Both these are low
temperature phenomena.

Since the development of the kinet ic theory of heat ,
temperature is associated with random mot ions of the
elementary building blocks of a body. In addit ion to
this random motion, the building blocks also experience
forces due to various interact ions, which lead to order-
ing. A low temperature ordered state arising from a
particular interact ion, will be dest royed on increasing
the temperature, because it increases the energy of the
random thermal mot ions. A liquid-gas phase transition
is one such example. So every interaction (fundamental
or otherwise) can be assigned a temperature range ac-
cording to it s strength, where it is e®ective in producing
ordering. Thus, we can look at superconduct ivit y and
super° uidity as low temperature ordered states where
the interact ion responsible for ordering has very small
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Figure 1.

Figure 2. The left panel
shows the superconductiv-
ity of Mercury (adapted from
H K  Onnes, Comm. Leiden
120b (1911)). The right panel
shows a superconductor
(V-Ba-Cu-O) expelling the
magnetic flux below the
transition temperature.
This causes levitation of a
parmanent magnetic disk.

the interact ion responsible for ordering has very small
energies.

Thet ransit ion temperature, for transit ion from thegase-
ous state of an element to it s liquid state dependson the
strength of Van der Waals forces which decide theatom-
atom interaction. The strength of Van der Waals forces
between 4He atoms is very small. Therefore 4He has
a correspondingly low t ransit ion temperature to liquid
{ only 4.2 K above absolute zero. The liqui¯cat ion of
helium by the Dutch physicist Kammerlingh Onnes in
1908 (Nobel Prize 1913), opened a new area of prob-
ing the physical forces that dominate at temperatures
close to absolute zero. This directly led to the discovery
of `vanishing of electrical resistance' of mercury at this
temperature (shown in Figure 2). Onnes himself stated
that `mercury has passed into a new state, which, on
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Figure 3. Magnetisation
curve of Type I and Type II
superconductors.

account of its ext raordinary elect rical properties may be
called the superconduct ive state'.

Unmeasurable low resistance to the ° ow of elect rons
and the expulsion of an already exist ing magnet ic °ux
(Meissner e®ect) are the two characteristic features of
a superconductor 1. A superconductor is also a perfect
diamagnet i.e., it does not allow penetrat ion of small
magnet ic ¯elds. This is il lustrated in Figure 2. However,
when the applied ¯eld is increased, the superconductors
show one of the two following types of behaviour. In
Type I superconductors °ux exclusion is perfect upto
a critical ¯eld Hc. When the ¯eld exceeds this value
the superconductor becomes normal which then allows
complete °ux penetrat ion (shown in Figure 3).

In Type I I superconductors, on the other hand, perfect
° ux exclusion exists upto an applied value Hc1 called the
lower critical ¯eld. When the ¯eld exceeds Hc1, some
° ux penetrates the superconductor, ti ll at a value Hc2

of the magnet ic ¯eld, full ° ux penetrat ion takes place.
The elect rical resist ivit y of the material, even during the
part ial ° ux penetrat ion regime (between Hc1 and Hc2),
is zero and only at Hc2 does the material loose its su-
perconduct ing property i.e., it becomes normal (shown
in Figure 3).

1 S Vettoor, Resonance , Vol.8,

No.9, 2003.
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2 Free energy F =  U –  TS where

U  is internal energy,  T   i s

temperature and S  is entropy.

The order parameter
concept

was introduced by
Lev Landau, a
famous Russian
physicist,
in 1937, to describe a
class of phase
transitions called the
second order phase
transitions.

The theoret ical framework describing the behaviour of
superconductorsin an external magnet ic ¯eld wasdevel-
oped by a group of Soviet physicists in the late 1940s.
The crucial element in this theory is a parameter called
the `order parameter' which is zero in the disordered
state and takes a ¯nite value in the ordered state. The
order parameter concept was int roduced by Lev Landau,
a famous Russian physicist , in 1937, to describe a class
of phase t ransit ions called the second order phase tran-
sit ions. For example, in the theory of ferromagnet ism
the order parameter is the spontaneous magnetisat ion.
Since the order parameter describes a thermodynamic
phase t ransit ion, the relevant thermodynamic function
namely the free energy2 is writ ten as a funct ion of the
order parameter. This kind of description was able to
give the temperature dependence of the order parame-
ter across a phase transit ion quite accurately. Vitaly
Ginzburg, working along with Landau adapted this the-
ory to describe the behaviour of a superconductor in the
presence of a magnet ic ¯eld H where the order parame-
ter may vary in space. So their free energy funct ion also
contained terms which are gradients of the order para-
meter. They chose the order parameter to be a complex
quant ity ª . The equilibrium thermodynamic state is
got by minimising the free energy density with respect
to ª , ª ¤ and A . Here A represents the vector potent ial
describing themagnet ic ¯eld. Theseequat ionsarecalled
the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equations. For the sake of
completeness we include them here.

1
2m¤ (¡ i ¹hr ¡ e¤

c
A)2ª + ®ª + ¯jª j2ª = 0:

I = r £ H =
e¤¹h

2m¤c
(ª ¤r ª ¡ ª r ª ¤) +

e¤2

m¤c2
jª j2A:

Here e¤ and m¤ represent the e®ective charge and mass
of thesuperconducting element.(Later, following themi-
croscopic descript ion of superconductors by Bardeen,
Cooper and Schrie®er (BCS theory) in 1950, Ginzburg
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3 e.g. a Cooper-pair (see  p.57).

Ginzburg and
Landau could make

a number of
predictions for the

critical magnetic field
and critical current

density for thin
superconducting
films which were

borne out to be true
by later experiments.

and Landau realised that e¤ = 2e and m¤ = 2m, where
e and m are the charge and mass of an elect ron.)

The order parameter ª , was itself described as the ef-
fect ive wavefunct ion of the superconducting elements3,
and jª j2 gives their number density. I t is clear from this
descript ion that all the elements in the superconducting
state are described by a single wavefunction ª . The ex-
emplary propert ies of the superconductors can be t raced
direct ly to the existence of such a macroscopic wavefunc-
tion. The GL equations gave rise to two characteristic
length scales, ¸ and », which describe the propert ies of
superconductors in the presence of magnetic ¯elds. ¸ ,
the penetration depth, describes the length over which
the magnet ic ¯eld decays inside a superconductor and »,
the coherence length, describes the distance over which
any deviat ion of the order parameter from its equilib-
rium value decays. The stability of the supercoducting
phase in thepresence of an external magnet ic ¯eld, boils
down to energy considerations of the surface separating
the region over which the ° ux has penet rated (normal
regions) and regions of negligible change in the order
parameter (superconducting regions). It turns out that
if the ratio · = ¸

» < 1p
2, then the net surface energy is

positive. This implies that it costs energy to make such
a surface and these class of materials form the Type I
superconductors. On the other hand if · > 1p

2 then the
surface energy is negat ive implying that it is energeti-
cally favourable to have surfaces. These class of mate-
rials form the Type II superconductors. Thus Ginzburg
and Landau could make a number of predictions for the
crit ical magnet ic ¯eld and critical current density for
thin superconduct ing ¯lms which were borne out to be
true by later experiments. They did not dwell much on
the characteristics of Type I I materials because thethen
superconduct ing materials had · < < 1p

2.

The phenemenological Ginzburg-Landau theory was de-
veloped seven years before the microscopic BCS theory
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Flux tubes arrange
themselves in the
form of a lattice.
The core of the
flux tube contains
normal material
where the
superconducting
order parameter is
zero and complete
field penetration
takes place.

and succeeded in explaining many of the observed prop-
ert ies of superconductors. It is most used to describe
the nature of superconductors in practical applicat ions {
like superconductors in the presence of st rong magnetic
¯elds and t ime dependent superconduct ing order. It was
shown later that GL equat ions can be derived from BCS
theory as well and it has applications in many areas of
physics.

After the GL theory, a spate of experiments followed
con¯rming its predict ions. The number of materials
showing superconduct ivity also had increased and some
of these fell under the Type II class of superconductors.
It was experimentally found that these superconductors
retained their superconducting property upto a much
higher critical ¯eld than that predicted by GL theory.
Alexei A Abrikosov, a student of Landau, found explicit
solut ions to the GL equat ions for Type I I superconduc-
tors and showed that the critical ¯eld (Hc2), where the
superconduct ing order completely vanishes, can indeed
be considerably higher than that (Hc) for Type I mate-
rials (Figure 3). Abrikosov also showed that in the in-
termediary regime between Hc1 and Hc2, magnet ic ¯eld
enters the superconductor part ially in the form of ° ux
tubes carrying a quantum of ° ux hc

2e each. He found that
a periodic distribut ion of the ° ux tubes minimised the
total energy. So these °ux tubes arrange themselves in
the form of a latt ice. The core of the ° ux tube con-
tains normal material where the superconduct ing order
parameter is zero and complete ¯eld penetrat ion takes
place. Surrounding the ° ux tube, supercurrents °ow,
shielding the rest of the superconductor from the ¯eld.
It is common to refer to these °ux tubes as vortex tubes
and the array of ° ux tubes as a vortex lattice. At Hc2

the vortex cores begin to overlap and the system returns
to it s normal state.

It may be noted here that Abrikosov's predict ion of the
vortex state wasremarkable in that it preceded any con-
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Figure 4. Scanning tunnel-
ing microscope image of a
vortex lattice in a Type II
superconductor (adapted
from H F  Hess et al, Phys.
Rev. Lett., Vol.62, p.214,
1989).

crete experimental proof of it s existence. It is said that
Abrikosov discovered these solutions in 1953 and did not
publish them t il l 1957. The suggest ion by R P Feynman
in 1955 that vortex ¯laments are formed in super° uid
4He prompted Abrikosov's publication. Vortex lat tices
are now commonly observed in Type I I materials. A
regular hexagonal arrangement of the vortex tubes in a
Type I I superconductor is shown in Figure 4.

After the discovery of `high temperature superconduc-
tors' which are ext reme Type II superconductors by
Gerd Bednorz and Alex Muller in 1986 (Nobel Prize
1987), research to understand and use these new mate-
rials has become very active. The vortex lines discov-
ered by Abrikosov are very important for the properties
of these materials. Type II materials are commercially
used to wind the superconducting magnets for Magnet ic
Resonance Imaging (MRI ) and in high energy charged
part icle accelerators.

We had mentioned earlier that superconduct ivity is an
ordered state. The ext raordinary property of resistance-
less ° ow, implies that in the superconduct ing tempera-
ture range, there is no longer scat tering of elect rons by
the underlying lat tice of positive ions. This remarkable
e®ect happens due to the following reasons as explained
by the BCS theory.
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At appropriate
densities and
temperatures,
bosonic particles
show a phase
transition called
the Bose–Einstein
condensation
where a
macroscopic
fraction of the total
number of particles
occupy the lowest
energy state.

Electrons with opposing momenta and spin pair.
These pairs are called the Cooper pairs. The in-
teraction between electrons in a Cooper pair is
over macroscopic distances (¼ 1000 nm). This
is mediated through exchange of acoustic waves
(phonons) with the latt ice.

The Cooper pairsare st rongly correlated with each
other. We can deduce from various experiments
that there is macroscopic occupation of a single
quantum state of cooper pairs. To state it sim-
ply, it means that all cooper pairs are in the same
quantum state.

Now, electrons are part icleswith 1/ 2 integer spin (fermi-
ons) obeying Pauli's exclusion principle which states
that no two elect rons can occupy the same quantum
state. But Cooper pairs have zero total spin (bosons)
and hence favour the occupat ion of the same state as
given by Bose{ Einstein stat ist ics. At appropriate den-
sit ies and temperatures, bosonic part icles show a phase
transition called the Bose{Einstein condensation where
a macroscopic fract ion of the total number of particles
occupy the lowest energy state. It is this state which
is referred to as ª in the GL theory. Other bosonic
particles also show this condensat ion phenomenon. For
example, 4He is a boson (integral total spin) whose su-
per° uid nature wasdiscovered by Pyotr Kapitza in 1938
(Nobel Prize 1978). Some aspects of the super° uid na-
tureof 4Hecan be at tributed to thiscondensation, thou-
gh here, the st rong interact ion between Helium atoms
alter this naive picture. After the BCS theory, it was
conjectured that another isotope of Helium, namely 3He,
which is a fermion, should also show super° uidity throu-
gh pairing (to form a composite boson) just as the fermi-
onic elect ronsin a Cooper pair do. It was experimentally
shown by Lee, Richardson and Oshero® in 1972 (Nobel
Prize 1996) that by cooling to a low enough tempera-
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Figure 5. Transition from a
paramagnetic to a ferro-
magnetic state.

ture (2 milliKelvin), helium-3 atoms do indeed pair up.
They also showed using NMR studies that there are two
di®erent super° uid phases of 3He { namely the A phase
and the B phase. However, the nature of super°uid-
ity in 3He is very di®erent from that of either 4He or
Cooper pairs. To understand this we should understand
the concept of spontaneously broken symmetry.

To illust rate this concept , we take the familiar example
of t ransit ion of a material to a ferromagnet ic state. The
magnetically disordered high temperature paramagnet ic
state has spins randomly oriented in all direct ions. In
the low temperature ferromagnet ic state the spins line
up along a preferred direction. This is shown in Fig-
ure 5. Clearly the existence of a preferred direct ion of
spin implies that the symmetry of the ferromagnet un-
der spin rotation is reduced (broken). This is the phe-
nomenon of spontaneously broken symmetry (i.e., not
caused by an external ¯eld). It describes the property
of a macroscopic system, in an ordered state, lacking the
full symmetry of the underlying microscopic dynamics.
In BCS theory for superconduct ivity, and in the theory
of super°uidity in 4He, the order parameter is a com-
plex quantit y with two components, an amplitude and a
phase. Thehigh temperature statesin thesesystems can
have any value for this phase (`gauge' ). However, the
low temperature `super' states have a particular value
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Figure 6. Superfluid phases
of He-3. Solid arrows indi-
cate the orbital angular mo-
mentum and dashed arrows
indicate spin angular mo-
mentum.

for this phase. This is referred to as spontaneously bro-
ken gauge symmet ry. Some systems can have order pa-
rameters with not just two components, but as many as
18 components, as in the case of 3He. This arises be-
cause, the paired 3He atoms st rongly repel each other.
As a result the paired part icles will be kept at some
distance from each other. This implies a non-zero rela-
tive orbital angular momentum. Therefore not only the
phase and amplitude of ª is in quest ion, but the relative
orbital angular momentum of the paired 3He atoms and
their relat ive spin orientat ions also play a part. It turns
out that , in addition to gauge symmetry being broken in
super° uid phases in 3He, the rotational isot ropy of the
relat ive orbital angular momentum state and that of the
spin states are simultaneously broken. Therefore alto-
gether three symmet ries are broken. This makes 3He a
highly anisotropic super° uid. In 1972, Anthony Legget
made the theoretical predict ion that several simultane-
ously broken symmet ries can appear in condensed mat -
ter systems. He applied it to the case of 3He and showed
that the condensed pair of 3He atoms are in a relative
orbital momentum p-state (L = 1) and the spins are in
a relat ive t riplet state (S = 1).

We can think of these as two vector quant ities. Legget t
showed that if both the vectors end up pointing in par-
ticular direct ions (the case where the rotat ion and spin
symmet ries are separately broken) then this resulted in
the A super° uid phase of 3He. Instead, if only the rela-
tive orientations of these two vectors is ¯xed (combined
broken symmet ries) then this resulted in the B phase.
This is schematically shown in Figure 6. Legget t showed
that the long range orientat ional ordering of (as in the
case of liquid crystals) the spin and orbital angular mo-
mentum vectors in the A phase gave rise to the high
frequency NMR signal as reported in experiments. The
A and B phase were further ident i¯ed with a part icu-
lar quantum state namely the ABM state and the BW
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state respectively, by Legget t. The work of Anthony
Leggett was crucial in understanding the order parame-
ter st ructure in the super° uid phases of 3He. However,
his discovery that several symmetries can be broken si-
multaneously during a t ransition to an ordered state, is
of more general importance in understanding complex
phase t ransit ions in other ¯elds like liquid crystals, par-
ticle physics and cosmology.

The theoret ical understanding of the phenomena of su-
perconductivity and super° uidity we have today, is the
result of theseminal work of thesethreepeople who were
clearly fascinated by these low temperature e®ects. The
lureof low temperatures is partly becauseit represents a
world without disorder. However, more fundamentally,
it is a realm where our classical intuitions consistent ly
fail and the quantum takes over { A world where the
subt le dominates.


